
 

How to Find the Right Guitar

Different Types of Guitars

	 Generally speaking there are 2 types of  guitars: acoustic and electric. I 
strongly recommend you begin your musical journey on an acoustic guitar; they are 
easily portable, don’t require amplification (or electricity), and are perfect to learn on 
because you do not have to worry about all the options. Electric guitars involve pickups, 
amps, pedals, string gauge etc. Since we recommend acoustic to begin with, we will be 
focusing on acoustic guitars today. If  you are looking for an electric, we recommend 
reaching out to us directly!

Acoustic Guitar Example Electric Guitar Example

Acoustic Guitar Types

	 Any guitar that has a sound hole and no amp necessary will fall under the 
acoustic guitar category. Within this category there are 2 main types: nylon string and 
steel string. 

	 Guitars come in all shapes and sizes, so how do you know which one is right for 
you? The guide below will help you on the right path! 
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Steel String Guitar ExampleNylon String Guitar Example

Acoustic Guitar Sizes

	 Acoustic guitars come in a variety of  shapes and sizes, but like clothing stores 
each brand will have different standards. I cannot stress enough to check out your local 
music store (Chicago Music Exchange, Guitar Center or Old Town School of  Folk) to try 
as many guitars as possible to see what fits and feels comfortable.  

	 I cannot stress enough to not get a guitar they will “grow into”. A 
guitar that is slightly small is better than a guitar too large. A guitar that is too 
large will be difficult, not fun, and can result in bad habits that will need to be remedied 
later. I personally have two guitars I use regularly that are between 1/2 and 3/4 size.  

	 Nylon string guitars are generally easier on the fingers, have a softer sound, 
and are noted by softer almost plastic like strings. These types of  guitars are highly 
recommended for the younger beginner as they will develop strength and callouses in a 
more gradual manner versus the steel string. 
	 Steel string guitars are your “traditional” guitar, the ones you see on album 
covers, live concerts, or your friend playing and singing a song. They are a little harder 
on the fingers (imagine pressing on steel vs nylon) but have that true acoustic sound. 
They are not recommended for the younger beginner because their fingers will get sore. 
But this builds the callouses much faster, so adaptation does happen.

Note the difference in the headstock, one surefire way 
to tell just by looking! 
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	 1/2 size and 3/4 size guitars are exactly as they sound; scaled down smaller 
versions of  full sized guitars. They are perfect for children, people who travel, or anyone 
who is interested. (Ed Sheeran uses a 3/4 on his tours)! To tell if  your child or student 
needs a smaller guitar look to see if  their shoulder moves as they bring their picking hand 
over the sound hole. As stated above, each brand has their own definition of  1/2 or 3/4. 
For example, a Fender 3/4 may be perfect for your student while a Martin 3/4 is way too 
large. 

	 Full size guitars are the most common guitar. They are designed for adults who 
need or want that full, rounded acoustic sound. These are the most common and are 
seen everywhere in the music industry.  

	 	 Side note: It is worth noting that some full size guitars will have cutaways 
making it easier to reach the higher frets. In your early stages of  owning a guitar I would 
not worry about cutaway versus non-cutaway unless you prefer the looks of  one over the 
other.

Ed Sheeran’s 3/4 size guitar

Bob Dylan’s full size guitar
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Pricing

	 Let’s start with this: you don’t need to drop a bunch of  money for a nice 
instrument. But you do get what you pay for. There are many well known brands out 
there that sell affordable, durable, and well made instruments that will last a very long 
time! On the other side of  the spectrum, I don’t recommend purchasing a guitar that 
would fall under the “toy” category. Usually these are colorful guitars that cost from $20-
$50. Tuning is unstable, construction is questionable and they are not intended to be true 
musical instruments; your child will outgrow it very quickly.  

Recommendations for Younger Students

3/4 Size Steel String Guitars: 
	 Martin X Series (Little Martin) - I would argue this is the best in this 
category. The construction is impeccable, the sound incredible, and it will last 
your entire life! This is the exact model I use. Runs about $330. 
	 Yamaha JR-1 - Phenomenal entry level guitar at a great price (roughly 
$130). It is also the same unit we rent at the Wesley School of  Music! It is a steel 
string guitar.  
	 Fender FA-15 - Fender’s answer to the Yamaha JR-1. Again, a steel string 
guitar at a more than fair price (roughly $150).  

3/4 Size Nylon String Guitars: 
	 Yamaha CGS103All - Lightweight, great sound and great construction. 
This is perfect for the early beginner and will last them a very long time! Roughly 
$130. 
	 Cordoba Cadete - A “parlor” guitar made with the student in mind. 
Cordoba is a top brand in nylon guitars and this runs around $280, but is worth 
every cent. 

If  you still have questions on what kind of  guitar, what style, or if  need more 
recommendations, please feel free to reach out to me at kyle@Wesleyschoolofmusic.com 

or your instructor!  

There’s no reason to wait until you buy! We offer rental guitars 
at a great price so you can get started learning while you’re 

shopping and deciding. No reason to rush! 
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